To declare openly
To fret at the edge so as to loosen the threads
To descend to a level that is beneath one's dignity
An irreligious or hedonistic person
To strip the covering from
Slight sickness
A word with the same sound but different meaning
To puncture slightly with fine, sharp points
Offense, annoyance or displeasure
Earthenware made from baked clay
Anything relating or belonging to the outside
To quarrel or argue
Fraudulent or misleading
Mental and emotional strength
One who owns or controls anything, as in property
Capable of being borne or endured
Fatiguing; tiresome
Pertaining to or producing a loss of sensation
Lack or insufficiency
Debate or conversation
That which cannot be passed through or over
More desirable than others
Knowledge of events before the take place
Congruity of the members or elements or parts
Shameful or contemptible
Lacking foresight or thrift
Ending or conclusion
Mental agitation or confusion
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